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At age 55 I’d had more than enough of the daily humdrum that had invaded my life and I was
ready to give up. My prevailing attitude was leading me into a extremely dark place of despair,
boredom, purposelessness and poverty. When we boarded that first trip out of Australia stepping
out into the great unknown we had very limited means certainly. Finally, and in desperation, I
answered that Contact. That was 15 years ago. And so I invite you to include me and my wife as
we step out of our not-so-comfortable ease and comfort zones and create new lives full of
adventure, new friends, travel work therefore much even more. Today my life is strictly how I
desire it to end up being. This book is usually a distillation of my many years of extensive
analysis, travel, re-training, work and play often in some of the most exotic places imaginable.
Live rather. We really didn’t know where, exactly, we were going but the alternative of remaining
within our current mind-set had not been an option. It’s not written in the design of your common
everyday self-help book but rather a true real-life adventure phoning out for you personally follow
in ways that talk with you personally and within your means and capabilities. To say my future
appeared bleak as I approached pension would be an understatement - all the while the Call of
the Wild was gnawing away within my soul or spirit. Discover how I gradually found see
retirement not as a time or mind set for slowing or opting out but as a chance to fashion a totally
new and purposeful living. I have included a large number of valuable resource links to make it so
easier for you to do your own research and also including around 50 photos to further encourage
and assist you to with any mind-collection or sea-change you might be considering. Don’t retire.
Come with us as we consider you from the wilds of the Himalayan foot hills to the café latte
crowds on Mediterranean islands, to posh manor homes in the UK and to dusty Australian
outback cattle stations and many other areas in between.
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It will help you think beyond your box. Garry's writing style is easy to learn and he offers many
websites to check out. I think it's good info for anyone interested in working/traveling who is not
tied down by specific responsibilities. Actually, I don't believe it's just for seniors. Some valuable
information. I've suggested it to your 26 year old boy... Even if, like me, you think, 'well, I don't
want to instruct English to foreigners,' there are some very good ideas and advice in here. Really
worth your time to read, especially if you certainly are a bit older and searching for future job
prospects.Options for seniors Great resource book Good information and a straightforward read
This popped up as a Kindle read and because the topic is something I'm thinking about, I made
the decision to give it a go.
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